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Abstract 

The relative efficiency of a thermoelectric material is measured in terms of a dimensionless figure 
of merit, 2". Though all known thermoelectric materials are believed to have zTi;l, recent 
theoretical results predict that thermoelectric devices Wricated as two-dimensional quantum 
wells (2D QWs) or onedhnensional(1D) quantum wires could have Z'R3. Multilayers with the 
dimensions of 2D QWs have been synthesized by alternately sputtering thermoelectric and barrier 
materials onto a moving singlecrystal sapphire substrate fiom dual magnetrons. These materials 
have been used to test the thermoelectric quantum well concept and gain insight into relevant 
transport mechanisms. If suCCeSSfUZ this research could lead to thermoelectric devices that have 
efficiencies close to that of an ideal Carnot engine. Ultimately, such devices could be used to 
replace conventional heat engines and mechanical refiigeration systems. 



Background 

Intr&ction The relative efficiency of a thermoelectric material is measured in terms of the 
dimensionless figure of merit., ZT. The best known thermoelectric materials are heavily doped, 
mildly degenerate semiconductors and have ZE1. If materials with ZT23 could be found or 
developed, thermoelectric devices could be made that would have thermodynamic efficiencies 
close to that of an ideal Carnot engine. In fact, such materials would make it possible to 
completely replace conventional heat engines and mechanical refiigeration systems with solid state 
devices. We are pursuing the development of 2D QWs as a means of achieving high ZT. Theory 
predicts that thermoelectric devices Wricated as 2D QWs could have ZT23. 

TpicuZ thermoelectric device. Thermoelectric devices are p-n junctions in which charge Carriers 
and heat flow in parallel Fig. 1). 

Heat Flus 

Cold 1 

Fig. 1. Peltier cooling element consists of a p-n junction. 

Electrons and holes must acquire energy at the p-njunction to flow in a direction opposite to the 
temperature gradient (from cold to hot). Both ohmic heating and heat conduction must be 
mlnlmtzed for the efficient operation of such devices. . .  . 

Figure of merit determines eflcienq. The thermodynamic efficiency of a thermoelectric power 
generator (q) and the coefficient of performance (f3 or COP) of a Peltier cooler are both 
calculated fiom the dimensionless figure of merit (ZT). The coefficient of performan& is defined 
as the ratio of cooling to electrical power. Expressions for q and f3 at optimum current levels are 

where Th is the hot temperature and Tc is the cold temperature. To achieve high values of q or f3 
with a thermoelectric device, 8 material with a large ZT value must be found Cvining, 19921. The - .  
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dependence of q on ZT and T& is illustrated by Fig. 2. The dependence of p on ZT and 
T m c  is illustrated by Fig. 3. Conventional thermoelectric materials (ZTS1) are used in nuclear- 
fieled power sources for space exploration, in silent power sowces for the mZtary, and in solid- 
state electrical generators on diesel engines. Thermoelectric devices with Z T S  should have 
thermodynamic efficiencies approaching those of the ideal Carnot cycle and could even be used to 
replace the internal combustion engine. A Peltier refigerator constructed fiom conventional 
thermoelectric materials (ZTS1) and operating at Th& = 1.2 has p10.5, which is poor compared 
to a standard chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) refigeration cycle that has px1.5. A breakthrough in 
thermoelectric materials (Z'R3) would enable Peltier refrigerators to achieve p21.5. Given the 
environmental problems associated with CFC refigeration and air conditioning, the demand for 
efficient solid state alternatives should be great. High-efliciency thermoelectric coolers could also 
be used to eliminate evaporative losses fiom storage systems for liquefied nitrogen, oxygen, and 
hydrogen. Conventional thermoelectric devices are now used to cool: inflared detectors; 
integrated circuits; food and beverages for long-distance truck drivers; pilots and soldiers involved 
in desert and chemical wadiare; and passenger seats in electric trains, buses, and cars. 
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Fig. 2. Thermodynamic efficiency (q) as a h d o n  of ZT for TJTh ratios &om 0.1 to 0.9. 
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Fig. 3. Coefficient of performance 0) 8s a fhction of ZT for T n C  ratios of 1.1 to 2.6. 

ComtentiomZ Strategies for Maximizing ZT. The dimensionless figure of merit, ZT, is determined 
by Seebeck coefficient (a), electrical conductivity electronic thermal conductivity (IC&, and 
lattice thermal conductivity (~ph). 

ZT = Oa? T 

Good thermoeIectric materials should have large Seebeck coefficients (a), large electrical 
conductivities (a), and small thermal conductivities (Kph-hc&. Mildly degenerate semiconductors 
have the best combmtions of these intrinsic properties [Cornish, 19591. Unfortunatelyy attempts 
to improve ZT by increasing G are eventually counteracted by detrimental changes in e l .  The 
Wiedemann-Franz law requires that cs and -1 trend in the same direction. Since a, a, and -1 are 
all sensitive to Carrier concentration, ZT is optimized by changing the extent of doping. The 
optimum is usually in the vicinity of 1019 cm-3. 

Thermoelectric materials with low lattice thermal conductivities (~ph)  are desirable. 
Semiconductor compounds made fiom elements with high atomic mass tend to have lower Kph 
than those made fiom lighter elements. This is illustrated by Keyes' rule and similar expressions 
which correlate Kph with melting-point temperature ('I'd, atomic mass (A), and density @). 
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where B is a constant and T is temperature. It is evident that semiconductors with relatively low 
melting points should be used for low-temperature applications; Le., as T is reduced, Tm must be 
reduced to compensate. Low lattice thermal conductivity can also be achieved by forming of a 
solid solution between isomorphous, heavy-element compounds. Such alloying is believed to lead 
to more intense scattering of phonons than electrons, thereby decreasing kph without reducing Q 
significantly [wood, 1988; Ioffe, 195ql. The phonons responsible for heat conduction have 
wavelengths equivalent to a few interatomic spacings. Since the conduction of these phonons 
involves atomic motions, they are scattered most effectively by atomic-scale mass variations in the 
lattice. Fortunately, the scattering of charge carriers by such variations is minimal. If atoms of 
higher mass but similar valence and ionic size are substituted into a lattice, the effect on the 
periodic electrostatic potential of the lattice should be small. 

Stmtdiad Technique for Measurement of ZX Usually, the Harman technique is used to evaluate 
bulk thermoelectric materials [Goldsmid, 19641. Direct and alternating currents, IDC and IAC, 
are simultaneously passed through the sample, and measurements of the corresponding dif€ierential 
voltages, VDC and VAG are made. A current lead and thermocouple are fixed to each end of the 
sample. The current lead is used for introduction of IDC and IAC. In addition to measuring 
temperatures, thennocouple leads of like composition are also used to measure VDC and VAC. 
When evaluating materials such as PbTe and Bi2Te3, copper current leads and chromel-alumel 
thermocouples are embedded in beads of solder, which cover the ends of the sample. Electrical 
conductivity is determined fiom IAC and VAC. 

where L and A are the length and cross-sectional area of the sample, respectively. Determination 
of the Seebeck coefficient requires only direct-current measurements. 

YE--- L IDC 
A o  as 

AT 

where AT = Th - TC and is determined during the direct-current experiment.. The thermal 
conductivity is then 

L . a I ,  T 
A AT 

K*+Kd=-  

where T is the arithmetic average temperature, calculated fiom Th and Tc. The dimensionless 
figure of merit is then 
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This technique requires that the sample be thermally isolated and cannot be used for supported 
thin.fa.ms. 

Bulk 17rennoelectric Material$. One of the materials favored for low temperature applications is 
lead telluride, PbTe. Lead telluride is a IV-VI compound with a band gap of 0.33 eV and a 
simple FCC, NaCl-type crystal structure. Sodium impurity can be added to produce p-type PbTe, 
whereas PbI2 can be added to produce n-type PbTe. Alloys of bismuth telluride are also used for 
low temperature applications. Typical compositions for p-type and n-type materials are 
25%Bi2Te3-75% Sb2Te3 and 9o%Bi2Te3-lO%Bi2Se3, respectively wood, 19881. In general, 
these V-VI compound semiconductors can be represented by (Bi,Sb)2(Te,Se)3. They have 
complicated rhombohedral crystal structures, with alternating planes of (BiSb) and (Te,Se). 
Adjacent (Te,Se) layers form characteristic van der Waals planes. The band gaps of pure Bi2Te3, 
Bi2Se3, and Sb2Te3, and are 0.13, 0.28, and 0.30 eV, respectively. In p-type Bi2Te3, carrier 
concentration has been increased by adding excess Bi or Pb. In n-type Bi2Te3, impurities such as 
CuI, CuBr, A& and Ge have been added [E& 1958; Stordeur, 19921, though Cu has been 
known to cause problems by &sing down the van der Waals plane. Bismuth telluride alloys are 
stable at low temperature, but disproportionate above 600 K. The unusually low thermal 
conductivities of these bismuthantaining materials, which are usually less than 10 mW/cm-K at 
300 K, are the result of forming of a solid solution between isomorphous, heavy-element 
compounds. It has also been suggested that electrons in these semiconducting compounds travel 
on the cation (BiiSb) sublattice, while holes move on the anion (Te,Se) sublattice myun, 1992; 
Wood, 1988; Airapetiants, 19571. Thus, impurities, mass variations, and defects in the cation 
sublattice will scatter electrons more strongly than defects in the anion sublattice. Similarly, 
impurities, mass Variations, and defects in the anion sublattice will scatter holes more strongly 
than defects in the cation sublattice. Therefore, the addition of Bi2Se3 to Bi2Te3 should produce 
a larger increase in the n-type figure of merit than the addition of SbTe3. The latter should 
produce better p-type material. A detailed model has been developed to predict the 
thermoelectric properties of this alloy system as a hction of composition meurial, 19921. 
Several optical studies of this alloy system have also been done Walcaki, 1992; Stordeur, 19921. 
Dimensionless figures of merit (ZTs) for these materials have been published Wood [1988], Rosi 
[1968], Goldsmidt [1964], and others. The best known material for high-temperature 
thermoelectric generators is Si70Ge30 alloy [Cook, 1992; Slack, 1991; V i g ,  1991; Wood, 
1988; Rosi, 19681. Usually, B is used as a dopant to produce p-type Si70Ge30. A combmtion 
of P and GaP can be used to produce n-type GaP. These alloys have the well-known diamond 
structure. Published data for several transition metal and rare earth &des indicate that these 
materials are also good thermoelectric materials. Cutler and Leavy 11963-641 have investigated 
nonstoichiometric p-type Ce(3-x)Sq. More recently, Kamarzu? et at. E19811 and Gschneidner et 
al. [1982-881 have investigated n-type La(3-x)S4. In addition to samples made of pressed and 
sintered powders, single crystals have been studied. These materials are ionic compounds and 
maintain their BCC structure over the entire range of stoichiometries investigated. Unfortunately, 
oxysulfides form at high temperature, giving rise to problems with phase stability. Studies have 
been conducted and published on several silicides, including doped FeSi2, Cn8Si72, 
(CrSi2)x(Crl1Gelg)1-~ and wU2Si3 ~ ~ k h o l z ,  1992; Matsubara, 1992; Gladun, 1992; Caillat, 
1992; Ohta, 19921. The thermoelectric properties of these specific materials are poor. It may be 
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possible to achieve better performance at high temperature with pseudo binary alloys of 
(Fe,Os)Si2 [Elmer,. 19921. Covalent IrSb3 has a cubic structure and a measured ZT of 0.50 at 
773 K [Caillat, 19921. A higher ZT may be possible with this material. Unfortunately, the use of 
iridium in practical thermoelectric devices will be limited by its expense. The thermoelectric 
properties of several HTSCs have been detemined Fzacklin, 19901. In general, HTSCs are very 
poor thermoelectric materials. The best results were obtained for YBa2Cu306.3 (Z"d.06 at 
300 K). Published data for several conductive polymers have been collected and analyzed [Roy, 
1991; Yoon, 1989-91; Maddison, 1988-89; Bender, 19871. The best thermoelectric polymer 
appears to be polyacetylene doped with 6.6 atomic % FeC13 Tyoon, 19911. Unfortunately, the 
dimensionless figure of merit of this material is also poor (ZTko.02 at 300 K). 

Sputtered Thennoelecfric Films: George and Pradeep [1985] and Charles et al. [1988] have 
prepared films of Bi2Te3 with excellent thermoelectric properties by reactive coevaporation, 
achieving stoichiometric composition through carefbl substrate temperature control. George and 
Pradeep reported that stoichiometric films could be grown at substrate temperatures between 530 
and 545 K and at a low deposition rate of 0.3-0.4 d s .  Charles et al. reported that 
stoichiometric Hms could be grown over a broader range of substrate temperature, between 523 
and 583 K. They maintained. a ratio of Te flux to Bi flux greater than two. Boikov et al. [1989] 
reported stoichiometric films of the ternary compound Bi0.5Sbl:5Te3 with thermoelectric 
properties approaching those of bulk single crystals using flash evapodoa These authors also 
mention the importance of substrate temperature, which was controlled at less than 550 K. 
Furthermore, they found that the thermoelectric properties of films could be improved by 
annealing in argon at approximately 670 K. They attributed this improvement to relaxation of the 
crystal structure and the corresponding reduction in concentrations of defects. In a subsequent 
paper [ 19911, they deposited n-type Bi2Te3 films onto fiesbly cleaved mica plates. Since Bi2Te3 
exhibits incongruent sublimation and tellurium has a very high vapor pressure, they found it 
necessary employ an additional tellurium source and heat the walls of their system to obtain the 
desired stoichiometry. This is known as the "hot wall" technique in the thin-& community. 
They measured the electrical conductivity and Hall Coefficient as functions of temperature fiom 
approximately 110 to 600 K. Over this range of temperature, they concluded that the main 
electron-scattering mechanism involved interactions with lattice vibrations. Stoker and Stordeur 
[1992] have used planar magnetrons to deposit single-layer films of Bio.~Sbi.~Te3 having 
thicknesses of 2 pm onto Sisi@ wafers. The substrate temperature was controlled at 323-573 
K. During sputtering, the argon pressure was maintained at -3.8~10-~ torr, while the discharge 
voltage and power were held at 320 V and 50 W, respectively. Under these conditions, 
deposition rates of -6 d s  were achieved. Films were shown to be polycrystalline by X-ray 
dfiaction (XRD). 'After annealing, measurements of the Seebeck coef€icient and electrical 
conductivity were made at temperatures fiom 100 to 350 K. Mobilities observed in the films 
were approximately five times lower than those observed in single crystals. This disappointing 
reduction in mobility was attriiuted to the scattering of charge carriers by imperfections, though 
the work appears to be inconclusive. We believe that the best work to date on sputtered iilm of 
(Bi,Sb)2(Te,Se)3 was recently published by Noro, Sato, and Kagechika [1993]. Crystals of 
Bi0.45Sb1.55Te2.94Se0.11 were fabricated by the Bridgeman method and used as target$. 
Before sputtering, a base pressure of 5 ~ 1 0 ~  torr was achieved with a cryopump. Then argon 
was introduced into the system, raising the pressure to 2x104 torr. The beam of argon ions was 
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accelerated by a potential difference of 1200V and had an angle of incidence of 4 5 O  relative to the 
d a c e  of the target. Polycrystalline films having thicknesses of 4 mm were deposited at rates of 
0.7-1.1 d s .  Silica substrates having finishes of optical quality were used to support the films. 
During deposition, substrate temperature could be monitored with a copper-constantan 
thermocouple and controlled with an electrical resistance heater having tungsten filaments. The 
Seebeck coefficient (a) and electrical conductivity (0) were measured at ambient temperature. 
Measurements were made for flms prepared with different substrate and annealing temperatures. 
As the substrate temperature was increased from 300 to 500 K, the power factor measured at 
ambient temperature @a2) increased to a maximw The same result could have been obtained 
by post-process annealing. Their carefid analyses with both energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 
and XRD showed that this increase in thermoelectric performance was due in turn to a slight 
temperatureinduced change in stoichiometry, which caused a phase transformation. For example, 
films deposited at substrate temperatures of 300 K were not quite stoichiometric 
@i,Sb)2(Te7Se)3 and had a metastable FCC, NaCl-type crystal structure. Furthermore, these 
films were relatively poor n-type thermoelectric materials. By annealing at a temperature above 
500 K, these films became stoichiometric and developed the classic rhombohedral, Bi2Te3-type 
crystal structure. Annealing also converted films into p-type thermoelectric materials with very 
good power f-iictors. Though the phase transformation appears to have been complete at 500 K, 
annealing at higher temperatures continued to improve thermoelectric performance. This may 
have been due to the relaxation of defects in the crystal structure. The elimination of def- 
should reduce carrier scattering. The same results have been obtained by depositing films on 
heated substrates, maintained at approximately 500 K. These investigators conclude that 
potentially, sputtered polycrystalline films can have the same thermoelectric performance as bulk 
single crystals. 

Theoretical Basis for Synthesizing Thermoelectric Multilayer Films 

2 0  QWModel PredicB ZT’. From reviewing published data, we have concluded that no 
dramatic improvement in the bensionless figure of merit, i.e. Z”x-1, has been achieved during 
the past thirty years. However, Hicks and Dresselhaus of MIT have recently developed a model 
for the thermoelectric properties of 2D QWs, which has led to some promising predictions [1992- 
931. They begin their development with the electronic dispersion relationship for motion contined 
ina2DQW: 

where m s  my, and mz are components of the effective mass tensor, kx and ky are the wave 
vectors in the x- and ydirections; a is the width of the QW (layer thickness), and tt has its usual 
meaning (Planck’s constant divided by 2x). In contrast, the expression for a bulk (3D) material 
has more allowed states for electrons, due to the wavevector kz. 
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The Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity, and electronic contribution to the thermal 
conductivity of the 2D QW are derived fiom the dispersion relationship and are given as follows: 

where kg is Boltimam’s constant; FA is the Fermi-Dirac integral, e is the electronic charge; T is 
temperature; mx is the mobility in the xdirection; and z is the relaxation time. The Fermi-Dmc 
integral is given by 

where c* is the reduced chemical potential relative to the edge of the conduction band (Fermi 
energy level) and is defined as 

The dimensionless figure of merit for a 2D material is 

, % - < ) Z F ,  
Fb 

1 4F2 -+3F2-1 
B 4 

where the parameter B accounts for the phonon contriiution to the thermal conductivity and is 

Thus, for the 2D case, ZT may be varied both by changing doping and changing the layer 
thickness. Predictions of ZT as a finction of layer thickness were made with the Hicks- 
Dresselhaus model, assuming optimum doping, and are shown in Fig. 4. Two crystal orientations 
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are considered for the BizTe3 QW [l] parallel to the ao-co plane and [Z] parallel to the ao-bo 
plane. h the case of 10 angstrom layers, ZT2w3 (6x enhancement) is predicted for a&co 
orientation and ZTml (2X enhancement) is predicted for *bo orientation. Atomic 
monolayers with a0-q) orientation are predicted to have n z p 7  (14X enhancement). The h e  
with no discrete points represents bulk BizTe3 and is given for reference (ZT3~4.5). According 
to their model, the confined motion of electrons in the QW increases the figure of merit of a 
highly anisotropic materials like BizTe3, provided that the superlattice is in a particular 
orientation. Hannan, also of MIT, has used MBE to make short-period superlattices of 
Bio.gSbo.1 and PbTw.8Seo.z [1992]. He claims to have produced multilayer structures with up 
to 4000 monolayers and "encouraging" thermoelectric properties. Apparently, semiconductor 
behavior is induced in the layer of Bio.gSb0.1, which usually behaves like a semimetal 
(conduction and valence bands overlap). This superlattice behaves like a single-band, 2D QW and 
has also been modeled by Hicks and Dresselhaus 119931. Their predictions of ZT as a fbnction of 
layer thickness are shown in Fig. 5. In this case, quantum theory indicates that it should be 
possible to achieve ZR3 with relatively thick layers (approximately 75 angstroms). 

Confinnafn of Qzumtum Wel lMdl .  Measurements of electrical conductivity alone should be 
sufficient to confirm the predicted QW behavior. From Hicks and Dresselhaus [1993], we know 
that the d o  of the 2D and 3D electrical conductivities is 

From this ratio, we conclude that the critical dimension for QW enhancement of the electrical 
conductivity. 

Note that the Fermi-Dirac transport integrals have different values, depending on whether they are 
calculated with <* for 2D or 3D. Therefore, the Hicks-Dresselhaus model predicts that the 
electrical conductivity should increase as the width of the QW, a, is decreased. Ifwe observe that 
a2D/a3~ has such a dependence, we will have at'least a partial confindon of the theory, as 
well as evidence that the multilayer thermoelectric film is exhibiting QW behavior. A more 
complete conknation could be done ifwe know the Seebeck coefficient. Hicks and Dresselhaus 
also give theoretical expressions for both a m  and c%3D. These expressions and those for the 2D 
and 3D electrical conductivities can be used to predict the QW enhancement of the thermoelectric 
power fhctor, GCX 2 . 
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Usually, high power factors (m2) are indicative of good thermoelectric materials. If we could 
determine the thermal conductivity, -1 + K P ~  the figure of merit, 2, could be calculated. 
However, it is important to note that both the theory and material can be tested without 
measurement of the thermal conductivity. 

Recognized Deficiencies of Quantum WeZZMaZeZ. The original theory developed by Hicks and 
Dresselhaus for 2D QWs shows the advantage of QW thermoelectric devices, but does not 
amunt for the scattering of charge carriers by defects, impurities, rough interfaces, and phonons. 
The model also M s  to account for the trapping of charge carriers. These deficiencies are 
recognized and deserve the attention of theoretical solid-state physicists. Data presented here 
should fiditate the development of more complete theories. 

Technique for Synthesizing Multilayer Thermoelectric Films 

A Practiical ApprcMch to Syndhesis. MBE is believed to be too expensive for the production of 
practical thermoelectric materials. However, sputtering, which is more than two orders of 
magnitude (-140% Mer ,  has been demonstrated to allow fabrication of highquality flms and 
multilayers with QW dimensions [Barbee, 1984-91; Jankowski, 19911. Single-layer, bilayer, and 
multilayer Bi2Te3/B4C, SigoWg/Si, and Bio.gSb0.1/PbTeo.gSeo.2 films have been deposited 
by sputtering. Sputtered Sigo-dSi multilayers can be compared to similar heterostructures 
synthesized with MJ3E. Furthermore, this system should have good thermoelectric properties at 
high temperature. The Bi2Te3h34C and Bio-gSbo. 1/PbTeo.gSeo.2 systems are expected to have 
better thermoelectric properties at low temperature. Bio.gSb0.1 quantum wells of practical 
thickness are predicted to have better thermoelectric pefiormance than those made of Bi2Te3. 
The effects of substrate temperature on the structure and orientation of deposited layers has been 
investigated. The Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity, and power factor of each film have 
been determined as functions of temperature (ambient to 500 K) by the techniques described in a 
subsequent section. 

Detaik of the Sputtering Process. Multilayer thermoelectric films (2D QWs) are synthesized by 
sputtering onto a moving substrate from dual magnetrons, as illustrated by Fig. 6. The quantum- 
well layer (QW) is sandwiched between two barrier layers (€3). Typically, the QW material has a 
very narrow band gap and the barrier material has a relatively large band gap. Sputtering is being 
done in an existing sputtering system that was developed for the fabrication of X-ray optics. This 
novel system has a stainless steel vacuum chamber. Vacuum is established and maintained by a 
two-stage mechanical roughing pump and a high-capacity cryogenic pump. The system usually 
achieves base' pressures of -10-8 torr &er bake-out and before sputtering. Smgle-crystal 
sapphire or high-resistance (1000 lZ-cm) silicon substrates are mounted on a rotating carousel 
driven by a precision stepper motor. Substrates can be heated or cooled by the carousel during 
sputtering. Heating of the substrate during deposition and subsequent annealing is used as means 
of controlling the structure and orientation of individual crystalline layers, as well as means of 
reducing the number of defects in films. One of the essential conditions for epitaxial film growth 
is a high mobility of condensed atoms and molecules on the surface of the substrate. Sick 
mobility depends upon kinetic energy, it is desirable to heat the substrate during deposition. Two 
1 kW magnetrons, each having a 2.5-inch diameter target and a 1 kW power supply, are used to 
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deposit films. The sputter sources are operated at an argon pressure between 0.001 and 0.1 torr. 
Argon is admitted to the system by a precision flow controller. All functions of the system, 
includmg movement of the carousel, rates of heating and cooling, magnetron power, and argon 
pressure, are computer controlled. A photograph of this system is shown in Appendix A 

Stepper Motor n 
QW 
Substrate 

Fig. 6. Dual-magnetron sputtering process for fabrication of 2D QWs. 

Preparation of Tmgets'and S-A. Sputtering targets of (BiiSb) and Pb(T.e,Se) were 
obtained fiom Target Materials, Inc. of Columbus, Ohio. Targets of SiSOGe20 and Si were 
provided by Hi-2 Technology of San Diego, CA and were prepared by General Electric of Valley 
Forge, PA Targets and bulk (3D) standards were made by standard powder metallurgy 
techniques. For example, the procedure used by the authors for the preparation of bulk standards 
is described. Ingots were made by melting zone-refined elements under vacuum in sealed, quartz 
ampoules. Powders were then made by grinding ingots in a mortar and pestle made of boron 
carbide. A particle size of 200 mesh was selected by sieving. All powder processing was 
conducted in a glove box under dry, oxygen-fiee argon (S 10 ppm 02) or vacuum (S 0.01 torr). 
Finished powder was poured into a cylindrical die made of high-purity graphite and compressed 
by a vacuum hot press at 3500 psi and 80% of the melting point of the material. The vacuum hot 
press that was used was equipped with a hydraulic ram, tungsten-mesh filaments and heat shields, 
and an array of thermocouples. After purging with argon fiom a large dewer, vacuum was 
established and maintained at a level below 0.06 torr. 

Techniques for Characterizing Thermoelectric Thin FiIms 

Sfruchrral Charactenzafioon First, X-ray fluorescence 0 is used to veri@ the composition of 
the sputtering targets. Then, X-ray =action (XRD) is used to determine the crystal structure. 
Transmission electron microscopy with selected-area transmission electron -on is 
used to determine characteristics of singlelayer, bilayer, and multilayer thermoelectric films such 
as crystallographic orientation and thickness of individual layers. Auger electron spectroscopy 
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(AES) with depth profling is used to study compositional variations across interfaces. Results 
are discussed in a subsequent section. 

Seebeck Coefficient. The Seebeck coefficient, electrical conductivity, and power factor of all thin 
ilms are determined as functions of temperature. Since these films are supported by a substrate 
and cannot be thermally isolated, the standard Hannan technique cannot be used. As illustrated in 
Fig. 7, the Seebeck coefficient is determined with a differential hot stage. 

I Personal Computer I 
I AID Converter I 

Fig. 7. Differential hot stage for measurement of the Seebeck coefficient of a supported 
thermoelectric film. 

One end of the film is heated while the opposite end is cooled. During the first phase of the 
experiment, Stage No. 1 serves as the heat sink and Stage No. 2 serves as the heat source, thereby 
producing a positive temperature gradient. During the second phase of the experiment, Stage No. 
1 serves as the heat source and Stage No. 2 serves as the heat sink, thereby producing a negative 
temperature gradient. The film is electrically isolated f?om the two stages by the sapphire 
substrate. The Seebeck coefficient of the film, a b  is estimated f?om the temperature 
difference, AT, and the voltage difference, A V h .  

Note that A V ~  is a corrected value of the measured voltage difference, A V m w d ,  and 
accounts for substrate contributions to the thermoelectric voltage, AVsubstrate. 
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where Rfilm and hbstrate  are the overall resistances of the Eilm and substrate, respectively. If 
an insulating substrate is used, the ratio Rhlm/RsUb-te becomes zero and AV* is 
approximately equal to A V m w d .  For all practical purposes, both sapphire and 1000 i 2 -m  
silicon can both be treated like insulating substrates. However, if 10 n-cm devicequality silicon 
is used as a substrate, substrate contributions to the measured voltage must be accounted for. 
This approach has been applied to a number of singlelayer, bhyer, and mulayer SigoGgg/Si 
films, as well as to single-layei, bilayer, and multilayer Bio.gSbo.JPbTe0.8Se0.2 films. For 
example, the Seebeck coefficient of an n-type Si8OGe2O/Si multilayer with 133 angstrom layer 
pairs and EL total thickness of 8500 angstroms was determined. The temperature profiles and the 
corresponding differential voltage are shown in Figs. 8 and 9, respectively. Similar data for a 
singlelayer PbTeg.8Seg.2 f l m  having a thickness of 7,896 angstroms are shown in Figs. 10 and 
11, respectively. Data for a Bio.gSbg~/PbTe0,8Se0.2 multilayer film having a total thickness of 
17,029 angstroms are shown in Figs. 12 and 13. Results are discussed in a subsequent section. 

Temperature Q 

250 

100 

50 

P Positive Temperature Gradient Negative Tempemture Gradient 

e . e . . . . . * . . I 

0 5 40 45 50 55 60 

Fig. 8. Use of differential hot stage to determine the Seebeck coefficient of a Si8oGgg/Si 
multilayer iilm having a total thickness of 8500 Angstroms and 133 Angstrom layer pairs. The 
corresponding differential voltage is shown in Fig. 9. 
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Fig. 9. Use of differential .hot stage to determine the Seebeck coefficient of a S i 8 o ~ o / S i  
multilayer film having a total thickness of 8500 Angstroms and 133 Angstrom layer pairs. 
Potential difference due to imposed temperature gradients shown in Fig. 8. 

Temperature (C) 
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Fig. 10. Use of differential hot stage to determine the Seebeck coefficient of a single-layer 
PbTw.8Sw.2 film having a thickness of 7,896 augsfroms. The corresponding differential vel-e 
is shown in Fig. 11. 
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Voltage Difference (V) 
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Fig. 11. Use of differential hot stage to determine the Seebeck coefficient of a singblayer 
PbTeg.8Seg.z f2m having a thickness of 7,896 angstroms. Potential difference due to imposed 
temperature gradients shown in Fig. 10. 
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Fig. 12. Use of differential hot stage to determine the Seebeck coefficient of a 
Bio.gSb0.1/PbT~.8Se0.2 multilayer film having a total thickness of 17,029 angstrom& 
Temperature profiles of the two stages (opposite ends of the film) are shown. The corresponding 
differential voltage is shown in Fig. 13. 
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Fig. 13. Use of differential hot stage to determine the Seebeck coefficient of a 
Bio.gSb0.1/PbTe0,8Se0.2 multilayer film having a total thickness of 17,029 angstroms. Potential 
difference due to imposed temperature gradients shown in Fig. 12. 

Electrical conductivity. Variations of ASTM Standards F43 and F46 are used to evaluate these 
novel thin films. As illustrated in Fig. 14, the samples are consgured in accordance with the two- 
probe method. First, a precision resistor is c o ~ e c t e d  in series with the thin flm. Then, a 
standard adder potentiostat is used to apply a bipolar potential pulse across the terminals of the 
resistor. A corresponding current pulse, Ipulsa must flow through both the resistor and thin film 
simultanmusly. Two spring-loaded probes and one channel of a two-chamel digital oscilloscope 
are used to measure the potential drop, Vpulsa over a known length of film. This potential drop 
is also monitored with a lock-in amplifier. To assure reliabiity of the results, the second channel 
of the oscilloscope is used to monitor the 100 mV differential across the resistor. The overall 
electrical resistance of the film, R& can be calculated direcly fiom the ratio of the amplitudes of 
Ipulse and V P ~ S ~  provided that the electrical resistance of the underlying substrate, hbs t r a t e  
is h o r n  

As in the case of the Seebeck coefficient, it is desirable to use insulating substrates. The electrical 
conductivity of the film, a& can be calculated directly fi-om overall electrical resistance of the 
film, R m  the length of the film, Lfilm; and the cross-sectional area of the film, Afi .  
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Note that the power factor of the film, PFfilm, can be calculated &om the Seebeck coefficient and 
the electrical conductivity. 

The reliability of this experimental technique has been checked by evaluating several metallic 
films. For example, the resistivities @=l/a) of several sputtered copper i3ms were determined at 
ambient temperature and found to.be in the range of 1.80 to 2.32 @-cm. These measurements 
compare reasonably well to a published value of 1.77 @-an for crystalline copper. 

r 

I I  I AID Converter ==n 

Fig. 14. Apparatus for measurement of electrical resistivity of a supported thennoelectric film. 

As an example, resistivity data for the SigoGgg/Si multilayer having 133 angstom layer pirs and a 
total thickness of 8500 angstroms is shown in Fig. 15. The same film was used for the Seebeck 
cefficient measurements illustrated by Figs. 8 and 9. Note that the time axis has been labled with 
the film temperature. Results for Bio.gSb0.1lPbTe0.8Se0.2 films are discussed in a subsequent 
section. 
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Fig. 15. Resistivity of SigoGgg/Si multilayer having 133 angstrom layer pairs and a total 
thickness of 8500 angstroms. 

Earlier Attempts to Synthesize Thermoelectric Quantum Wells 

Bi2Te3B4C System. Initially, we attempted to prepare multilayers fiom Bi2Te3, a well known, 
low-temperature thermoelectric material [Fanner, 1993-941. We made a number of unsuccessfbl 
attempts with dual-magnetron sputtering to deposit thin layers of Bi2Te3, separated by a variety 
of barrier materials. Eventually, some degree of success was achieved by using B4C as a barrier 
layer. These films were characterized by X-ray difiiaction (XRD), transmission electron 
microscopy 0, and electron difhction. The structure of the film was disappointing. The 
B4C layer was virtually amorphous, while the Bi2Te3 was polycrystalline. Data indicated the 
presence of two crystalline phases, rhombohedral and rock-salt structures, respectively. 
Intedces were unusually rough. As expected fiom the structural characterization, initial 
measurements of the Seebeck coefficient and electrical conductivity between ambient temperature 
and 100°C were disappointing. For example, a film with a total thickness of 6900 angstroms and 
235 angstrom layer pairs had an electrical resistivity of 38 d2-m and a Seebeck coefficient of - 
480 mV/K near ambient temperature. The n-type behavior of this film is surprising and may be 
due to the presence of the rock-salt phase. These measured properties are poor in comparison to 
those published for single crystals of Bi2Te3 at 300 K, which are 2 ms2-cm and +220 mV/K, 
respectively D.-B. Hyun et d., 19921. Carrier transport in the hperfkct Bi2Te3/B4C multilayer 
was probably limited by scattering and interfacial trapping. 
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Results with SisO-dSi on Silicon 

SiaoGe2d.i System. Data fiom other laboratories indicated that it might be possible to achieve 
high ZT with SigoGgg/Si heterostructures synthesized with molecular beam epitaxy W E )  
[Elsner, 19941. This heterostructure system was of particular interest since SigoGqo is the 
preferred thermoelectric material for high-temperature applications. These fkctors prompted the 
authors to use dual-magnetron sputtering to synthesize si8OGe2O/si multilayers by alternating 
heavily doped, n-type SigoGgo and lightly doped Si [Farmer, 19941. The corresponding single- 
layer films were also produced for comparison. Based upon Hall effect measurements, the carrier 
density in the SigOGgO sputtering target was determined to be approximately 1019 cm-3. Films 
were deposited on doped singlenystal silicon (100) substrates having a resistivity of 10 Q-cm, 
high-purity single-crystal substrates having a resistivity of 1000 Q-cm, and single-crystal sapphire 
(fi02) substrates. We attempted to manipulate the film structure and electronic properties by 
controlling the substrate temperature during deposition. Films deposited on 1000 Q-cm silicon 
(100) at 410OC were polycrystalline and conductive. This substrate temperature corresponds to 
approximately 35% of the melting point of the film and enhanced the conductivity of films by a 
factor of five w). Beautifid multilayer films with excellent inter&%= were produced with 133 
angstrom layer pairs and thicknesses up to 8500 angstroms. In contrast, films deposited on low- 
temperature silicon, as well as on sapphire, were amorphous and proved to be very poor 
electronic conductors. The differential hot stage desmied in the previous sections was used to 
measure the Seebeck. coefficient and electrical resistivity between ambient temperature and 200' 
C. Dramatic drops in both Seebeck coefficient and electrical resistivity were observed as samples 
were heated above a threshold temperature. These drops were attributed to a thermal activation 
of charge carriers. For example, a SigoGgg/Si multilayer deposited on heated Si (100) had a 
Seebeck coefficient of -650 pVK (Figs. 8 and 9) and a resistivity of -1.5 Q-cm Fig. 15) at 
ambient temperature. These values dropped to less than -350 pVK and -0.4 Q-cm, respectively, 
as the temperature was increased through 90°C to a maximum of 200OC. Further increases in 
temperature might have enhanced the electrical conductivity even more. The change in transport 
properties was completely reversible. As the film cooled, the Seebeck coefficient and electrical 
resistivity returned to their original values of -650 pVK and -1.5 Q-cm. While performing a 
similar experiment with a SigoGgg/Si multilayer deposited on cooled Si (loo), sigdicant 
irreversibility due to annealing was observed. In this case, measured properties Med to return to 
original values after cooling. As the sample was heated, the resistivity dropped to a minimum of 
0.1 Q-cm. Comparable values for bulk n-type SigoGgo have been recently published and are -90 
pVK and 0.75 d - c m ,  respectively [Fu, 19921. Data for an entire parametric study of this thin- 
film system are given in Table I. These sputtered single layer and multilayer SigoGgo films are 
scientifically interesting in that they provide insight into the trapping of charge carriers in materials 
with unusually high interfacial areas, as well as insight into the trapping of charge carriers by 
broken bonds in disordered Si and Si-Ge alloys. However, they do not appear to be promising 
thermoelectric materials. SigoGgo/Si heterostructures fhbricated by MBE deserve more 
attention. 
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Table I. Summary of Thermoelectric Measurements of SigoGgg/Si Sputtered Films on High- 
Reistance Single-Crystal Silicon. 

Film 1OOOR-cm Thickness -a(pV/K) +u(pV/K) p(&m) p ( C k r n )  p(n-cm) 
SiSubstrate (Angstroms) +dT/ds -dT/dx 22OC l0O0C 150°c 

coId 4977 869 568 3.09 1.71 0.27 
hot 4977 790 771 1.99 0.97 0.39 

hot 4873 643 549 0.75 0.33 

hot 8502 646 587 1.46 1.28 0.47 

cold 4873 885 736 1.82 1.47 0.30 

cold 8502 810 742 3.32 1.80 O S  

cold 4372 938 778 1.29 LO7 0.28 
hot 4372 1170 956 1.64 L37 032 

hot 5637 805 736 1.92 1.36 0.50 
cold 5637 790 529 275 1.99 0.49 

cold 9606 1270 1220 3.86 4.10 0.74 
~ hot 9606 71% 575 3.50 2.93 1.00 

cold 9071 747 655 3.49 2.38 0.53 

Synthesis of Bio.9Sbo.~~bT~o.gSeo.2 2 0  QWs. The Hicks-Dresselhaus model for two- 
dimensional quantum wells predicts that an exceptional ZT should be achievable with 75 angstrom 
layers of Bio.gSb0.1 separated by PbTeg.gSeg.2 barrier. Good progress has been made towards 
synthesizing such Bio.gSb0.1lPbTeg.8Seg.2 multilayer films on single-crystal (100) silicon and 
(li02) sapphire substrates. Substrates were either maintained at ambient temperature or heated 
to approximately 35% of the melting point of the film. Results with sapphire substrates are 
reported here. The ability to make Bio.gSb0.1 and PbTeg.sSeg.2 single-layer films, as well as 
Bio.gSb0. 1lPb0.8Te0.2 bilayer and multilayer films with Bio.gSbo.1 layers less than 75 angstroms 
thick, has been demonstrated. The abrupt compositional change at the Bio.gSbo.l-PbTe0.8Se0.2 
interface was verified by Auger electron spectroscopy ( A E S )  with depth profling. Structural 
analyses have been done with TEM and XRD. Surprisingly, columnar growth was evident in the 
brayer and multilayer films. Such growth is common in singlelayer films, but not in layered frlms. 
Well-dehed individual layers of Bio.gSb0.1 and PbTeg.gTeg.2 were continuous and extend 
across virtually all c o l m e r  aystals. The int- between individual layers did not interupt 
columnar growth. A typical columnar crystal had a characteristic lateral dimension (dimension 
parallel to film-substrate interfh) of 1000-3000 angstroms. Despite the scattering of charge 
carriers by defects and interfaces between columnar crystals, it might be possible to achieve some 
degree of quantum-well confinement in such films. Thermoelectric properties of these single- 
layer, brayer, and multilayer films were determined over a temperature range extending from 
ambient to 200°C. 

Resistivity Measurements. First, consider a relatively thick single-layer film of Bi0.gSbo. 1 having 
a thichess of 8,800 angstrom and depositied on single-crystal sapphire maintained at ambient 
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temperature. Resistivity measurements were made while cycling the temperature of the sample 
between ambient and approximately 190OC. As shown in Fig. 16, the resistivity of this relatively 
thick film dropped from 9.2 &-cm at ambient temperature to 7.1 &-cm at approximately 150' 
C. Thermal cycling had very little effect on conductivity. Recently, the thennoelectric properties 
of extruded and single-crystal Bio.91Sb0.01 alloys were published by Sidorenke and Mosalon 
119921. Udortunately, they provide no data for the temperature range shown in Fig. 16. 
However, they give a representative resistivity of approximately 0.1 &-an at 200K. By 
extrapolating the data shown in Fig. 16 to 200K, we conclude that sputtered single-layer films of 
Bio.gSbO.1 are not as conductive as bulk single crystals. The relatively high resisitivity of the 
sputtered film may be due to a greater degree of disorder. It may also be due to the formation of 
oxides in the film. The films are exposed to air during transfer from the sputtering system to the 
environmental chamber where electronic measurements are made. Since t h e 4  cycling does not 
increase the resistivity, we conclude that no deterioration of the film occurs during such electronic 
characterization. Additional work is being done to assess the extent of oxidation in these single- 
layer Bio.gSbO.1 films during sample transfer. Due to this uncertainty, we cannot determine 
whether or not such sputtered ilms can be used as the basis of synthesizing 2D QWs. 

Next, consider a relatively thick film of PbTeg.gSeg.2 having a thickness of 25,959 angstroms 
and deposited on single@ sapphire maintained at ambient temperature. Resistivity 
measurements were made while cycling the temperature of the sample between ambient and 
approximately 190OC. As shown in Fig. 17, the resistivity of this relatively thick film dropped 
fiom 3 Q-cm at ambient temperature to 0.5 Q-cm at approxhately 190OC. We conclude that the 
resistivity of undoped PbTeg.gSeg.2 is three orders of magnitude greater than the resistivity of 
Bio.gSbO.1. Furthermore, thermal cycling has very little effect on conductivity. These thick 
PbTq gSeg.2 films have sufEciently high resistivities and stabiities to walify them as candidate 
barrieilayers for Bio.gSbo.1 quantum wells. 

Single-layer &IS of PbTeg.8Seg.2 having thicknesses of 7,896 angstroms were also deposited 
onto ambient-temperature, shgle-crystal sapphire and evaluated. Resistivity measurements were 
made while cycling the temperature of the sample between ambient and approximately 15OOC. As 
shown in Fig. 18, the resistivity of this relatively thick 61m dropped from 1.7 Q-cm at ambient 
temperature to less than 0.5 Q-cm at approximately 150OC. The ambient temperature resistivity 
of the film at the end of the cycle was about 0.7 a-cm. In this case, thermal cycling enhanced the 
conductivity, probably by reducing the number of defects in Elm. Such irreversibility raises 
concern about the structural stability of this candidate barrier material at elevated temperature. 
An elevated temperature is any temperature greater than that at which the film was deposited. 
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Fig. 16. Resistivity of single-layer films of Bio.gSb0, lhahg a thickness of 8,800 angstroms. 
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Fig.18. Resistivity of single-layer films ofPbTeg.gSeg.2 having a thickness of 7,896 angstroms. 
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Fig. 19. Resistivity of bilayer Eilm consisting of 6,498 angstroms of Bio.gSbo.1 and 400 
angstroms of PbTeg.8Seg.2. 
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Bilayer films of Bio.gSbo.1 and PbTeg.gSeg.2 were made by depositing 6,498 angstroms of 
Bio-gSbO. 1 directly onto the ambient-temperature, single-crystal sapphire and subsequently 
depositing 400 angstroms of PbTeg.8Seg.2 onto the Bi0.gSbo. 1 layer. ResistiVity measurements 
were been made over a range of temperature extending fiom ambient to approximately 16OoC, as 
illustrated by Fig. 19. The resistivity based on the entire film (assuming conduction in both layers) 
dropped fiom 1.2 mCZ-cm at ambient temperature to 0.90 &-cm at 16OOC. However, fiom the 
data shown in Figs. 16, 17, and 18, we conclude that conduction in undoped PbTeg.8Seg.2 layers 
should be negligible compared to conduction in the Bio.gSb0.1 layers. The resistivity based on 
the Bio.gSbO.1 layer alone dropped fiom 1.1 &-cm at ambient temperature to 0.85 &-cm at 
160OC. In this case, thermal cycling had very little effect on electronic conduction. From the data 
shown in Fig. 19, we conclude that thick Bio.gSb0.1/PbTeg,8Seg.2 bilayers have much better 
conductivity than single-layer films of either Bio.gSb0.1 or PbTeg.8Seg.a. In the case of bilayer 
fbs ,  we believe that the PbTeg.gSeg.2 cap, which is thermodynamically stable in air, prevents 
oxidation of the underlying .Bio.gSb0.1 layer during sample traw$er. Consequently, good 
conductivity is maintained. However, we also recognize that some enhancement in conductivity 
could be due to the doping of Bio.gSb0.1 by PbTeg.gSeg.2, or the doping of PbTeg.8Seg.z by 
Bio.gSb0.1. In this case, the individual layers are too thick for any enhancement due to quantum- 
well confinement. 

Thinner bilayer films were made by depositing 64 Angstroms of Bio.gSbo.1 and 115 Angstroms 
of PbTeg.gSeg.2 onto ambient-temperature, shgle-crystal sapphire. Data are shown in Fig. 20. 
In this case, enhanced conductivity of the Bio.gSbO.1 layer is correlated with reduced 
dimensionality and may be due to quantum-well confinement. The profound impact of such 
effects at a layer thickness of only 64 angstroms is illustrated by the theoretical predictions shown 
in Fig. 5. Enhanced conductivity of the Bio.gSb0 1 layer may also be due to ambipolar doping by 
the PbTeg.gSeg.2 layer, as well as unexpected'conduction in the PbTeg.8Seg.2 layer due to 
unintentional doping. Thermal cycling degrades conductivity slightly, possibly due to enhanced 
interdfision of layers. 

Multilayer films were made by depositing alternating layers of Bio.gSb0.1 and PbTeg.gSeg.2 onto 
ambient-temperature, single-cxystal sapphire substrates. Layers of Bio.gSb0 1 were 143 
angstroms thick, layers of PbTeg.8Seg.2 were 115 angstroms thick, and the total 'klm thickuess 
was 17,029 angstrom. From the data shown h Fig. 21, it is evident that reduced dimensionality 
also improves the conductivity of BiO.gSbo.1 incorporated into multiIayer films. Here too the 
improvement may be due to either quantum-well confinement or unexpected doping. 
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Fig. 20. Resistivity of bilayer f l m  consisting of 64 angstroms of Bio.gSb0.1 and 115 angstroms 
ofPbTW.8Se0.2. 
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Fig. 21. 
PbTeg.8Seg.2 on a shgle-cryd sapphire substrate. 
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Seebeck CoefJicient Measurements. The differential hot stage descriied in a previous section was 
used to determine Seebeck coefficients of thermoelectric thin films. An imposed temperature 
gradient was used to produce a differential voltage in a skgle-layer film of Bio.gSbo.1 which was 
deposited on ambient-temperature, single-crystal sapphire and had a thickness of 8,800 
angstroms. Data are shown in Fig. 22. Recall that the resistivity measurements of this film were 
shown in Fig. 16. The single-crystal sapphire substrate was completely insulating and did not 
contribute to the observed Seebeck voltage. While imposing the positive temperature gradient, 
the average Seebeck coefficient of this n-type material was determined to be -45.3 pVK While 
imposing the negative temperature gradient, a value of -47.0 pVK was determined. As expected, 
the two measurements are in close agreement (within 4%). As previously discussed, Sidorenke 
and Molsolon [1992] have published thermoelectric properties of extruded and single-crystal 
Bi0.91Sb0.09 alloys. A representative Seebeck coefficient for these bulk materials is slightly less 
than -100 pVK at 200K, which is about twice the average value reported here for a sputtered 
single-layer film between ambient temperature and 160°C. 

As shown in Fig. 23, an imposed temperature gradient was also used to produce the observed 
Seebeck voltage in a single-layer PbTeg.8Sm.2 film, which had a thickness of 25,959 angstroms. 
The average Seebeck coefficient was determined fiom the slope of the voltage-temperature curve 
and is approximately -187 pVK The negative Seebeck coefficient indicates that the film is n- 
type. The corresponding resistivity measurement for this film is shown in Fig. 17. This single- 
layer 6ilm is a n-type semiconductor. The Seebeck voltage of a thinner PbTeg.gSeg.2 film 
deposited under the same conditions and having a thickness of only 7,896 angstroms is shown in 
Fig. 24. In this case, the average Seebeck coefficient was determined to be approximately -232 
pVE, which is similar to that of the thicker fh. The corresponding resistivity measurement is 
shown in Fig. 17. Though temperature cycling changed the resistivity slightly, it had no noticable 
effect on the Seebeck coefficient. The Seebeck voltage of a bilayer film consisting of 6,498 
Angstroms of Bio.gSb0.1 and 400 Angstroms of PbTeg.gSeg.2 deposited onto ambient- 
temperature, single-crystal sapphire is shown in Fig. 25. The average Seebeck coefficient is 
approximately -59.6 pVK, which is considerably less than that of a PbTeg.8Seg.2 single-layer 
film. However, it is slightly greater than that of a single-layer BiO.gSb0.1 film. Recall that the 
corresponding Seebeck coefficient of uncapped Bio.gSb0.1 is approximately -45.3 pVK As 
shown in Fig. 26, the Seebeck voltage of a bilayer consisting of 64 angstroms of Bio.gSbo.1 and 
115 angstroms of PbTeg.gSeg.2 deposited onto ambient-temperature, single-crystal sapphire was 
measured. This fjlm has a very unusual non-bear voltage-temperature curve. As the film was 
heated, the differential voltage t k s t  increased to a maximum and then fell to zero. This is 
indicative of either a semiconductor-to-metal transition, or a transition fiom n-type to p-type 
behavior. The Seebeck coefficient near ambient temperature is only -4.4 pVK Reduced 
dimensionality has a profound effect on the observed Seebeck voltage. This observation supports 
the hypothesis that improved conduction in ultra-thh Bio-gSbo 1 layers is due to ambipolar 
doping by adjacent PbTeg.gSeg.2 layers. Such doping would d d e  the Seebeck coefficient, as 
it does in bulk thermoelectric mateials. The Seebeck voltage for a multilayer film made by 
depositing alternating Bio.gSbo.1 and PbTeg.8Seg.2 layers onto an ambient-temperature, single- 
crystal sapphire substrate is shown in Fig. 27. 
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Layers of Bio.gSbo.1 were 143 angstroms thick, layers of PbTeg.8Seg.2 were 115 angstroms 
thick, and the total film thickness was 17,029 angstroms. Reduced dimensionality in this 
multilayer film also has a profound effect on the observed Seebeck voltage. The Seebeck 
coefficient is approximately -12.4 pVK. This observation also supports the hypothesis that 
enhanced conduction in ultra-thin Bio.gSb0 1 layers is due to ambipolar doping by adjacent 
PbTeg.gSeg.2 layers. Unlike the bilayer h &th reduced dimensionality, there is no indication of 
a temperature-induced transition &om n-type to p-type behavior. 

Summary of ResuZts. A summary of these results, alone with those for filrns deposited on heated 
singlecrystal substrates is presented in Table II. First, it is possible to synthesize 
Bi0.gSbo 1/PbTeg.8Seg.2 bilayer and multilayer films with the dimensions of two-dimensional 
quantum wells (2D QWs). Reduced 
dimensionality in such films results in enhanced electronic conduction in Bi0.gSbo 1 layers. 
However, the Seebeck coefficient is adversely effected by such reduced dimexkonality. 
Therefore, we conclude that any enhancement in electronic conduction is probably due to 
inadvertant ambipolar dopint of the Bi0.9SbO.1 layer by the PbTeO.8SeO.2 layer. The 
enhancement is probably not due to quantum-well confinement. The thick 
Bi0.gSbo 1/PbTeo.8Seo.2 bilayer has a much higher power factor than the Bio.gSbo.1 single- 
layer. T& is probably due to the ability of the PbTeg.8Seg.2 cap to prevent any oxidation of the 
underlying Bio.gSbo.1. 

Layers are crystalline with preferred orientation. 

Discussion 

New MateriaZs. If reduced Seebeck coefficients are indeed due to ambipolar doping, the problem 
by changing the barrier layer to a material that cannot provide any dopants, or can be xnmmzed 

to a material that can only provide dopants of a single polarity. For example, BizTe3 or BiTe 
barrier layers might result in Tedoping of the Bio.gSbo.1 layer. However, excess Bi diffirsing 
into the Bio.gSb0.1 layer would probably have minimal effect. Another general approach 
suggested by these data are modulationdoped thermoelectric films. This approach has also been 
suggested by Yee [1992]. Modulation-doped filrns based upon PbTe, IrSb3, and (Fe,Os)Si2 
could be made. 

. .  . 

Comparison to Published Values. Recently, thermoelectric properties of extruded and single- 
crystal Bi0.91Sb0.09 alloys have been published by Sidorenke and Mosolon [1992]. A 
representative Seebeck coefficient for these bulk materials is slightly less than -100 mVK at 200 
K, which is greater than the average ambient-temperature Seebeck coefficients determined for the 
sputtered single-layer, bilayer, and multilayer films. Similarly, a representative electrical resistivity 
for these bulk materials is about 0.1 d - c m  at 200 K, which is less than the ambient-temperature 
resistivities of the sputtered films. Consequently, the ZT of the bulk material (ZT E 0.5) is much 
higher than that estimated for the best sputtered films (ZT E 0.02). The thermal conductivity of 
the bulk material is 40 mW/m-K. Since thermal conductivities of the sputtered &IS have not 
been determined, they were also assumed to be about 40 mW/cm-K. However, phonon scattering 
in multilayer films could significantly decrease the thermal conductivity of this alloy, thereby 
enhancing the overall perf+ormance of the material. 
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Table I][. Summary of Thermoelectric Measurements of Bi0.9SbO. llPbTe0.8Te0.2 Sputtered Films on Single-Crystal Sapphire. 

Film Type Descdpfton . 
Singlelayer Cold + Ni Strips 
Single-layer Cold+ Ni Strips 

Cold 
Hot 

Single-layer Cold + Ni Strips 

Cold + Ni Strips 
Bilayer Cold + Ni Strips 

Hot 

Bilayer Cold + Ni Strips 

BiO,gSb0,1 P ~ T Q , ~ S Q , ~  Entire F i h  a P PO a%p 909 a 2 ~ p ~  909 
(Angstroms) (Angstroms) (Angstroms) (pVlK) ( mR-cm) (mR-cm) (WlCm-K) (W/cm-K) 

8,800 none 8,800 -45.3 9.25 9.25 221,85 221.85 
none 7,896 7,896 -232 1,700 31.66 

-211 2,370 18.79 
-160 400 64.00 

none 25,959 25,959 -187 2,850 12.27 
64 115 179 noisy 0.58 0.21 

-4.4 1.00 0.36 19.36 53.78 
6,498 400 6,898 -59.6 L18 1*11 3,010.31 3,200.14 

-52.4 1.15 1.08 2,387.62 2,542.37 

Notes: p is the resistivity based upon the cross-sectional area of the film, p* is the resistivity based on the cross-sectional area of 
Bi0.9SbO.l layers alone. The description indicates whether films were deposited on hot or cold substrates; it also tells whether or not 
nic el strips were deposited on the substrate to serve as electrical contacts. 



Measurements at CTgenic Temprawes. We believe that temperature-dependent 
measurements of electrical conductivity should be made fiom low to high temperature (150 K to 
ambient). Such measurements will allow us to determine the importance of carrier trapping at 
atomically-rough interfaces. Liberation of trapped carriers should be thermally activated. In 
recognition of this need, we are completing construction of a vacuum system with a differential 
temperature stage and four-point probe that will allow measurements of electrical conductivity 
and Seebeck coefficient between the boiling point of liquid nitrogen and ambient temperature. 
Vacuum is established and maintained by a turbomolecular pump backed by a mechanical 
roughing pump. This system will also allow measurements at high temperature and under a very 
good vacuum. 

Improved 17leoreticaZ MUM. In the ihture, a more complete theoretical model should be 
developed to predict the transport properties of actual films. As previously discussed, the 
Seebeck coefficient, the electrical conductivity, and the thermal conductivity determine the 
thermoelectric figure of merit. These three important transport parameters depend the strength of 
various scattering mechanisms, which include electron-impurity scattering, electron-phonon 
scattering, and phonon-phonon scattering. Intrinsic and extrinsic properties of the crystalline film, 
such as the energy band structure, the phonon spectrum, and the concentrations of impurities and 
defects, determine the magnitudes of scattering cross-sections. After all the constants in these 
cross-sections have been estimated, Boltzmann's equation can be solved to obtain the distributions 
for the fiee carriers, which are used to evaluate the Seebeck coefficient, the electrical 
conductivity, and the thermal conductivity. 

17lennoeIectric Quantum Wires. Chaphe of LLNL extended the Hicks-Dresselhaus theory for 
2D QWs to quantum wires, the 1D case, and found that the enhancement of ZT depends upon the 
diameter of the wire 119931. Chapline concluded that 

provided that the diameter of the quantum wire is less than 15 angstroms. More recently, Hicks 
and Dresselhaus have published the theory for 1D QWs [1993]. It may be possible to make such 
1D structures by chemically depositing thermoelectric materials inside zeolites or aerogels. 
Organometallic films left inside these materials after infiltration could be decomposed by 
microwave heating. Additional heating could be used to alloy elemental residue. For example, 
combinations of bismuth methoxyethoxide @i(OCH2CH20CH3)3 and either tellurium 
isopropoxide (Te(oc3H7)4 or tellurium tert-butoxide (Te(o-g)4) could be used to synthesize 
Bi2Te3. Since the tellurium compounds are liquids,. they will require no carrier (solvent). 
However, the bismuth compound is solid and would have to be dissolved in methoqethanol. It 
may also be possible to produce filamentary aerogels from thermoelectric compounds. 

Cost of Sputtering Materiakt We believe that multilayer thermoelectric materials can be 
fabricated for less than the DOE target cost of $30 per watt for power generators [James Merritt, 
DOE, 19931, provided that production is done in a large-volume plant. The cost of multilayer 
thermoelectric materials ($ per watt) as a hction of the dimensionless figure of merit (ZT) is 
shown in Fig. 28. 
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Fig. 28. Cost sputtered films in thermoelectric generators ($ per watt of electrical power 
produced). 

We assumed four different scenarios for sputter deposition of the films. The cases considered 
include fabrication in: (a) a small R&D system operating at a cost of -$1000/fi2/mnq (b) a pilot 
plant operating at a cost of-$1oo/ft2/mrq (e) a small-volume manufiicturing facility operating at 
a cost of -$10/ft2/mm; and (d) a large-volume manufiicturing Wty operating at a cost of - 
$l/ft2/mm. Data for scenarios (a) and (b) were obtained Optical Coatings Laboratory, 
Incorporated. Data for scenario (e) were obtained fiom TRW Technar and were collected during 
the deposition of aluminum (and gold) films for air-bag sensors in automobiles. These high- 
quality medium-volume alumjnum films were made at a cost of -!§4/fi2/mm. A cost of 
$10/ft2/mm were assumed in the calculation. Data for scenario (d) are fiom the manufiicture of 
architectural glass and aluminked Mylar films. For example, al- Mylar films are used to 
make the heEum-fiUed balloons sold in supermarkets. These films retail for Sl/fi2/mm. 
Estimates of device power density, necessary for the calculation of power-specific costs, were 
done as outlined in Direct Energy Conversion [Angrist, 19761. To Summarize, thin films made of 
conventional thermoelectric materials (23'-1) could be produced by sputtering in a large-volume 
facility at a cost of $33 per watt, which is close to the desired target. The cost should be 
somewhat lower with multilayer QW flms since they will have higher ZTs. MBE, the alternative 
approach, is approximately 140X more expensive due to inherently slow deposition rates. 
Therefore, the target for cost will be difEicult to reach by this approach. Note that improvemen@ 
in ZT will also decrease device weight. 



Protowicul 331in Film Device. In the future, we hope to build a prototype thin-flm 
thermoelectric device by depositing both n- and p-type films onto a dielectric substrate (Fig. 29). 
The n- and p-type films could also be incorporated into a planar, layered device. One end of the 
device will be heated while ?he other is cooled. Current generated by the device will be 
determined by monitoring the voltage across a thin-film load resistor.. 

Fig. 29. Thermoelectric device based upon 2D QW films. 

Possible Applications of i%ennoelecfrc Film. Given the environmental problems associated 
with chlorofluorocarbon (CFC) reftigeration, the demand for non-CFC alternatives such a3 . 
thermoelectrics should continue to increase. The market for efficient, silent thermoelectric 
reftigerators and air conditioners for use in homes would be tremendous. Hi-2 Technology of 
San Diego, California is involved in developing low-temperature, 1 kW thermoelectric generators 
to replace mechanical alternators on diesel engines [Bass, 19921. These devices are expected to 
reduce &el consumption and associated pollution. A typical mechanical alternator requires 3 to 5 
hp from the crankshaft, while the thermoelectric generator uses low-grade waste heat from the 
exhaust (engine load is reduced). Since the thermoelectric generator has no moving parts, overall 
vehicle reliability should increase. Lighter and more efficient thermoelectric generators could be 
used to replace mechanical alternators in automobiles. In addition to reducing &el consumption 
and pollution, this new technology would improve the percehed quality of US-built automobiles 
and provide new high-tech jobs for those involved in materials and device manufkcturing. 
Efficient thermoelectric materials are of particular interest to the U.S. Navy, the Department of 
Defense in a more general sense, and the National Aeronautics and Space Administration for 
cooling and power generation applications. For example, Peltier refigerators are used to cool 
night-vision equipment and other high-performance electronics. Thermoelectric generators are 
ideal for some military applications because of their silent operation. The exceptional reliability of 
thermoelectric generators is already exploited for space exploration. The development of 
thermoelectric thin film technology at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory has attracted the 
attention of Boeing Defense and Space System and may be incorporated into hture devices. 
Since thermoelectric generators are both reliable and silent, they could also serve as power 
sources for remote sensors deployed to monitor the environment and to detect nuclear 
proliferation activities. Such generators could be powered by available waste heat, a radioisotope 
source, or by the sun. If we are able to synthesize promising thermoelectric thin films, we 
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anticipate several other applications. For example, we will be able to fabricate miniaturized 
thermal sensors and analytical instrumentsy including miniature differential scanning calorimeter 
(MDSC). Thermoelectric deviFs incorporated into such instruments can be used for both heating 
and cooling, depending upon the direction of current flow. The energy input to the device can be 
regulated very precisely. Devices can also be Wricated for thermal cycling solutions of DNA 
during replication (PCR technique). For example, a single strand of DNA could be replicated 
one million times by thirty thermal cycles between 50 and 95OC. Thin iilm coolers and power 
generators could be incorporated directly into microelectronics. Solar-heated thermoelectric 
power generators based upon thin films will also be possible. 

Summary 

We have successfilly synthesized Bi2Te3/B4Cy SigoGgg/Si, and Bio.gSbo. i/PbTe0.8Se0.2 
multilayer films with the dimensions of two-dimensional quantum wells. Initially, Seebeck 
coefficients and electrical conductivities were evaluated fiom ambient temperature to 200OC. In 
the case of the Bi2Te3/B4C and SioGgo/Si systems, the authors were unable to synthesize films 
with sufficiently good electronic conductivity to make them suitable thermoelectric materials. In 
the case of the Bio.gSbo.1/PbTeo,8Se0,2 system, reduced dimensionality enhanced electrical 
conductivity of the Bio.gSb0.1 layery but at the expense of the Seebeck coefficient. Ambipolar 
doping of the Bio.gSbO..i layer by adjacent barrier layers hurt the overall thermoelectric 
performance. New combinations of materials are now being investigated as a means of solving 
this problem. A high-vacuum system has been built and is now being used to evaluate 
thermoelectric properties down to liquid nitrogen temperatures. Single-layer and bilayer 
Bi0.gSbo. 1/PbTq).8Se0.2 films developed at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory have 
recently demonstrated sufficient thermoelectric performance at low temperature to make them 
attractive for special device applications envisioned by Boeing Defense and Space Systems. Low- 
temperature data will be presented in fbture reports. 
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